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The brand new Wille 275 Delta is the latest addition to 
the Wille Delta product family. This powerful machine 
designed for around-the-year use fits into tight spaces 
with ease and is packed full of new features to make 
your work easier.

Thanks to its low frame, the 275 Delta can fit into tight 
spaces and machine has excellent agility. The new 
frame structure is ideal for larger work attachments as 
well. Thanks to its low centre of gravity, the 275 Delta 
remains stable even on inclined surfaces, making it an 
excellent choice for cutting grass on gentle slopes, for 
example. The short front and rear overhangs make the 
275 Delta easy to handle. The 275 Delta’s wheelbase, 
which is slightly longer than that of the previous 275 
model, stabilises travel between locations and enables 
higher driving speeds.

The cabin has been completely redesigned with a focus 
on driving ergonomics and is extremely roomy for its 
size. Naturally, an air-cushioned seat, air conditioning 
and other familiar conveniences are available for the 
cabin. The user interface of the Wille 275 Delta has also 
been entirely revamped, and it is now easier than ever to 
monitor and control machine functions via the display.

The Wille 275 Delta is equipped with all the familiar 
features of the Delta series, such as customer-branded 
cover plating, Delta series smart features and the 
handrest control wheel which is found in larger machines 
and used to control the machine’s user interface and 
functionalities.

In addition to familiar smart features, the Wille 275 Delta 
comes standard with the completely new Wille Smart 
Link fleet monitoring service, which allows you to keep 
track of your machine and monitor its status with ease.
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Smarter
than ever

In addition to the familiar smart features of other Delta series machines, the 
Wille 275 Delta is the first Wille model to come as standard with the Wille Smart 
Link fleet monitoring service. Its browser-based user interface allows you to 
easily keep an eye on machine status, plan work tasks and anticipate things.

The Wille Smart Link fleet monitoring service provides you with access to both real-time and 
historical data on your machines. Wille Smart Link can also be integrated into customers’ 
own information systems to ensure access to the most comprehensive range of data.

The precise Smart Cruiser cruise control optimised for work use operates using logic similar 
to a car’s cruise control. It makes, for example, ploughing and brushing work easier and 
makes changing work locations more comfortable.

Smart Drive is a more ergonomic alternative to a creeping pedal. It uses software to convert 
the accelerator into a drive pedal: you can use the hand throttle to set the engine speed and 
only use the pedal to adjust the driving speed.

The Smart Flow feature adjusts the output of the motor hydraulics automatically based on 
machine speed. For example, it keeps the dispensing rate even regardless of varying driving 
speed during gritting.

With the Smart Lube system, which is available as an option, the driver can select the 
lubrication output of the central lubrication system from four preset settings. Selecting the 
correct supply rate prevents excessive lubrication.

Versatile, high-performance hydraulics for a wide range of work attachments.

Optional hydromechanical PTO, which enables work attachments that require 
mechanical power take-off to be used at the front.

50 kW (67 hp) engine for exceptional performance for the machine size.

Performance beyond its size
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The Wille 275 Delta in figures:
Width 1170 mm
Height 1990 mm
Length 3400 mm

Max motorhydraulic flow 110 L
Output 50 kW / 67 hp
Bigger working load


